PREMIO ARTE RUGABELLA 2013
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ART. 1 - Mission
The association Pro Loco di Castano Primo in collaboration with Arteca and with the sponsorship
of Città di Castano Primo promotes Premio Arte Rugabella 2013 aimed at promoting and
the valorization of the territory. The total budget of the Prize is € 1,000.00.
The contest will award a cash prize, a special prize and a collective exhibition at Villa Rusconi in Castano Primo for
finalists selected by the jury from September 28, 2013 to October 6, 2013 (communications will be given in detail on the
program of the exhibition).
The title of the competition is the Age of Aquarius will provide a long-winded affair that extends from the sustainability
of the processes post boom, the scenery and the environment, through the visionary imagination of the dream or absurd,
to climate change and vital , reflections on the dynamics of human and social, to the contemplation of landscapes
interiority, documentation of new territories, suggestions futuristic or apocalyptic.
Around this theme the artists can express themselves through their creativity, sensibility and design.
For details please refer to note curated by Fabio Carnaghi attached to this announcement.
ART. 2 - Techniques
The Prize is open to all artists, regardless of age, sex, nationality or other qualification. Each artist can participate with one
work. The following technical specifications:
Painting - works realized with technical and stylistic freedom (oil, tempera, acrylic, ink, vinyl, watercolor, graphite, pencil,
collage, etc..) on whichever support (canvas, paper, wood, plastic, iron, etc..).
Sculpture and installation - works created in any organic or inorganic material. You can submit works in form of digital
photographic projects.
The author of the installation, if it is selected for the exhibition of the finalists, the organization must provide prize all the
materials required for the installation of the work and make their own staging itself.
Photographic Art - on analogical b / w and color, digital photographs in b / w and color, digital b / w and color.
Video art - works with all the animation techniques on any digital and analog support. For the exhibition are required to
send original works saved on DVD in high quality and in formats compatible with the most popular reading. The selected
artists will personally oversee staging of reproduction of the work presented and agree with the organization for media
reading.
Virtual & Multimedia - works entirely created by computer, 3D graphics, virtual installations, net art processing with
applications tablet.
Also admitted on cross-cutting projects that make use of multiple media.
ART. 3 - The Jury
The selection of works proposed will be carried out by a qualified jury, the organization ensures total transparency and
regularity of the vote through a regulation signed by the jurors.
ART. 4 - Awards
The budget for the award is as follows:

INSTITUTIONAL AWARD
€ 1000.00 (thousand/00)
The prize money will be awarded at the Awards Ceremony.

SPECIAL PRIZE
A solo exhibition to be realized in Castano Primo in favor of an artist selected by the Quality Jury.
The event will be organized by Arteca, organized by Pro Loco of Castano Primo, will be held at a date to be defined in
agreement with the artist chosen.
ART. 5 - How to apply
The Award application is totally free.
Artists can sign up within the
September 1, 2013 for on-line registration
August 30, 2013 for postal mail
using one of the following ways:
1. On-line: by filling the registration form on page
http://www.prolococastanoprimo.it/website/rugabella.html and sending the requested material to
premiorugabella@prolococastanoprimo.it
2. By sending in a sealed envelope or delivering directly to the Award Secretariat at the following address Premio Arte
Rugabella 2013 c / o Gino Ciccotelli via Oleggio, 6 20022 Castano Primo (Milano) Italy
attaching the registration form to this webpage http://www.prolococastanoprimo.it a short biography, a description
(optional), a photograph of the (size min. cm. 15x20 - maximum size 20x30 cm.) , showing the back: name, title, size,
technique, year. For videos is allowed the opportunity to link to internet for online viewing. The documentation
(including photos) will not be returned.
ART. 6 - Method of Selection and Group Exhibition
The Award Jury will select the works.
The names of the finalists will be published on www.prolococastanoprimo.it
Artists selected will be informed promptly.
The finalists selected will be set up in a group show at Villa Rusconi in Castano Primo.
The winners of the Awards will be announced at the opening.
ART. 7 - Responsibility
The Prize's organization, while ensuring the utmost care and custody of the works, denies any
responsibility for any theft, fire or damage of any nature, painting or person that could occur
during all phases of the event. Any insurance claim be supported by the. One
invite artists to keep abreast of the Prize, which will be regularly posted on the site
www.prolococastanoprimo.it. The organization will send to all members of the list the relevant communication. The
organization recommende to provide a real e-mail address, your address book to add the e-mail address of the Award and
consult daily.
ART. 8 - Consent
The decisions of the Jury Award are final. The award-winning artists have the right to forfeit the prize without asking any
kind of compensation, in which case the prize will be reallocated according to the classifications
drawn by the jury. The organization reserves finally able to modify at any time the notice of
Prize. Participation in the competition implies the knowledge and full acceptance of these rules.
Contacts
+39 0331 882610
+39 339 4125855
www.prolococastanoprimo.it
premiorugabella@prolococastanoprimo.it

